PRECISION BLASTING SERVICES
INTRODUCES

DELAY SELECTOR VERSION 8.0

The Delay Selector Software is a unique software that enables the
operator to select the proper millisecond delay time to accomplish
specific effects in blasting.
Delay times are dependent on many factors, a few of which are rock
type, rock structure, burden, spacing as well as the overall effects you
want to achieve. There is no simple solution if you want to optimize
production. The delay times are calculated both from hole to hole along
a row and between rows. With selection of the proper delay time, we
can enhance wall control, reduce flyrock, increase fragmentation,
decrease vibration and many other parameters can also be controlled
by proper timing. The Delay Selector software allows the user to prioritize
the blast effects which are most important and select time delays based
on the blast performance that they need. The Delay Selector software
can be used in conjunction with Blast Designer and Pattern Designer to
fully evaluate or design efficient blasts.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------File: DSEL1.DSL
DELAY SELECTOR EXAMPLE # 1
--------------------------- PRIORITY FUNCTION CODES ---------------------------1 = Rock placement considerations
4 = Airblast
2 = Wall control is important
5 = Flyrock control important
3 = Fragmentation sizing desired
6 = Blast vibration important
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Entry
1
Number of holes in a row
30
Number of rows
3
Burden
15.00 ft
Spacing
19.00 ft
Bench height
70.00 ft
Stemming
10.00 ft
Subdrill
5.00 ft
Powder column
65.00 ft
Hole length
75.00 ft
Explosive type
ANFO
Explosive spec. grav.
0.85
Rock type
LIMESTONE
Rock specific gravity
2.60
----------------------------- Selected priorities -----------------------------3 Fragmentation sizing desired
Average
1 Rock placement considerations
Scattered pile
2 Wall control is important
4 Airblast
Back holes venting is important
5 Flyrock control important
6 Blast vibration important
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Row to row time:

60 ms

-

90 ms

Hole to hole time:

19 ms

-

95 ms

